
H8-8-8 Extended Configuration 

 

The H8-8-8 Extended Configuration card is a replacement for the 

original Heathkit HA8-8 card. This card is identical in every way 

except for the following: 

1. This card inserts into the H8 facing forward instead of backward 

to reduce confusion. 

2. The card will fit in the back slot if you solder the 25 pin 

connectors onto the backside (solder side) of the card. Use a 

rubber foot on the back of the card to keep it from touching the 

metal power box in the back of the H8. 

3. Depending on which dip switch you use, the ON vs. OFF may be 

different then what was provided with the original HA8-8 Extended 

Configuration card. The switches on the original were numbered 0 

through 7 and the “0” position was actually ON, not off. So in 

the documentation if you see that the switch should be set to the 

“0” position this is actually ON. Keep this in mind when 

configuring the switches on the H8-8-8. Using a standard dip 

switch the typical configuration would be to set all the switches 

to the ON position except for 6 which should be set to OFF. 

To trouble shoot this card you can use the original HA8-8 schematic as 

this card is pin-for-pin compatible to the original but with a more 

compact layout. 

The XCON8 ROM that accompanies this card should be installed on the 

CPU card according to the directions with the exception that this ROM 

is a 2732 eeprom and will have a slightly different pinout then the 

original #444-70 ROM did. On the original, pin #18 of the ROM was 

address line 11 (A11) and on the 2732 pin #21 is A11 and pin #18 is 

/CS2. If you are using my H8-Z80-64 CPU card then follow the 

directions to configure it for use with a 2732 ROM. 

Contact me at lesbird@bellsouth.net if you have any questions. 

Les Bird 

mailto:lesbird@bellsouth.net
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This photo shows the fully assembled card with the edge connectors 

soldered to the backside of the card so that it can be installed in 

the last slot of the H8. 

 

 

The photo shows the card in it’s most common configuration with all 

dip switches set to the ON position except for 6 which is OFF. The 

side select jumper is set to position ‘C’ which will use pin 18 of the 

H8 buss to signal a side select for the H17 disk drives. Your disk 

controller card should also be configured to use the same H8 buss pin 

for side select. 
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This photo shows the backside of the fully assembled card. Note the 

rubber foot to keep the card from contacting the metal guard for the 

power supply circuitry. 

 

 

 

A photo of the installed card. With the connectors soldered to the 

back of the card you can install it in the very last slot of the H8. 

 



 



 



 





 



 



 



 





 



 


